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Abstract
This paper explores the implications of ‘gradient dissimilation’ (Jatteau &
Hejná 2016) for the diachronic implementation of long-distance dissimila-
tion (e.g. CƌVCƌ > CVCƌ). Since dissimilation is usually considered lexically
sporadic, cases where it applies regularly throughout the lexicon should
result from lexical diffusion. Against this assumption, we explore the hy-
pothesis that gradient dissimilationmay represent the phonetic precursor
of completed, regular dissimilatory processes. Such cases might then be
reanalysed asNeogrammarian types of change. To assess this question, we
gather and analyse new data fromHalh Mongolian, a language reported to
show gradient dissimilation of the aspiration feature, and compare it to
two completed patterns of aspiration dissimilation reconstructed within
the Mongolic family: Chahar Mongolian and Monguor. The results sug-
gest that the gradient dissimilation in Halh may represent the phonetic
precursor of Chahar, but also that gradient dissimilation may be bidirec-
tional for some speakers. An interesting difference between our HalhMon-
golian results and the other patterns of the Mongolic family resides in the
behaviour of /s/, which in our data does not pattern as expected with the
aspirated stops.
Or take Grassmann’s law, so-called. (...) There is absolutely no reason
why the champions of graduality could not have this deaspiration occur
in a perfectly gradual manner. (Hoenigswald 1964, 209)
1 What type of change is dissimilation?
1.1 Dissimilation in the typology of sound changes
Dissimilation is a processwhereby two similar segments become less sim-
ilar in a given domain. A famous example is Grassmann’s Law in Ancient
Greek: in roots containing two aspirated segments, the ϐirst one lost its
aspiration feature.
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(1) Grassmann’s Law in Ancient Greek
*tƌrepƌɔː > trepƌɔː ‘cause to grow’
In this paper, we will be concerned only with long-distance dissimil-
ation, that is, between non-contiguous segments. As underlined by Ben-
nett (2015, 317-321), dissimilation between contiguous and non-
contiguous segments is subject to different types of phonetic pressures,
and may thus arise through partly different mechanisms.¹
Beginningwith theNeogrammarians (Osthoff&Brugmann1878; Paul
1920), most typologies exclude dissimilation from the core category of
sound changes.² Classical ‘Neogrammarian’ types of change are expec-
ted to be lexically regular, phonetically gradient, and amenable to ‘mech-
anical’ articulatory mechanisms (Osthoff & Brugmann 1878; Bermúdez-
Otero 2007). In contrast, dissimilation may fail to ϐill all of these criteria.
The ϐirst, most salient property of dissimilation is that it can be very
sporadic, affecting only a small number of words in the lexicon. The ‘Lim-
ited Grassmann’s Law’ in Latin, for example, happened in a couple of
words.
(2) ‘Limited Grassmann’s Law’ in Latin (Weiss 2009, 156)
*bƌardƌeh₂ > barba, instead of expected **farba ‘beard’
Dissimilation, however, can also be fully regular, as in the Greek case
in (1). It may then be described from a synchronic point of view as a co-
occurrence restriction on a given featurewithin a certain domain (Suzuki
1998; MacEachern 1999; Bennett 2015). An example is Quechua, which
allows at most one ejective per word, as a result of a diachronic dissim-
ilation of ejective features (as in *t’ant’a > t’anta ‘bread’, Orr & Longacre
1968, 549; Gallagher 2010); Gallagher (2016) shows that the rule is pro-
ductive in psycholinguistic experiments.
The second difference with the classical Neogrammarian type of
change is categoricity. If dissimilation is a sporadic change, then it must
be phonetically categorical: the dissimilated feature should be deleted at
once, rather than progressively reduced.³ For instance, t’ant’a would be
¹ For example, the explanation of dissimilation in CC clusters may involve the masking
of C₁ release by C₂, while this factor does not affect CVC sequences.
² For example Bloomϐield (1933), Kiparsky (1995), Hock & Joseph (2009); see the over-
view in Garrett & Johnson (2013).
³ Cf. Kiparsky (1995), Hock & Joseph (2009, 108). Paul (1920, §45) for example de-
scribes dissimilation as aVertauschung, a ‘(sound) transposition’, rather than a Lautwan-
del ‘sound change’; Bloomϐield (1933, 390) calls it a ‘replacement’.
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abruptly replaced by t’anta, rather than gradiently evolving towards it. As
far as we know however, no instance of dissimilation has ever been dir-
ectly observed which conϐirms this assumption.
Finally, the last reason why dissimilation looks ‘different’ is its very
mechanism: why would two distant sounds become less similar? The
process is especially difϐicult to explain when compared to its opposite,
assimilation. In Zulu for example, two stops within the same root must
share the same laryngeal feature (Gallagher 2010). Such processes may
be related to coarticulatory phenomena. But then, as Ohala (1987, 215-
216)puts it, ‘Howcanwesuggestwith a straight face that it is natural both
for sounds unlike to become more similar and also for similar sounds to
become less similar?’
Based on the literature, dissimilation cannot then qualify as a Neo-
grammarian sound change: it can be sporadic, it is assumed to be phon-
etically abrupt, and does not obey any obvious phonetic mechanism. The
question is then why, in certain languages, it is completely regular and
productive.
(3) Type 1: completed (the feature has disappeared), sporadic
e.g. Latin in (2)
Type 2: completed (the feature has disappeared), regular
e.g. Ancient Greek in (1)
Although this is not explicitly stated in the literature, the fact that dis-
similation can be sporadic or regular suggests it may undergo another
typeof soundchangemechanism: lexical diffusion (Bermúdez-Otero2007).
Dissimilation would ϐirst happen in a handful of words, as instantiated
for example by the Latin case in (2) (Type 1 above), and may then spread
word by word throughout the lexicon. Co-occurrence restrictions, as in
Ancient Greek in (1) or Quechua (Type 2 above), would attest the ϐinal
stage of the change, where all words of the lexicon have undergone the
dissimilation.
1.2 Gradient dissimilation
Recent studies have however revealed the existence of a third type of dis-
similation, with very different properties, which we have called ‘gradient
dissimilation’ (Jatteau & Hejná 2016). This term designates a synchronic
process whereby a feature is not deleted, but reduced in duration, when
it appears in the vicinity of a similar feature. It has been reported so far
for the aspiration feature in three different languages: Halh Mongolian,
Aberystwyth English and Georgian.
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The ϐirst reported case is Halh Mongolian (Svantesson et al. 2005,
Svantesson & Karlsson 2012). Halh Mongolian is a pre-aspirating lan-
guage: fortis stops are pre-aspirated in all positions except when post-
pausal (Svantesson et al. 2005, 14). In CƌVC- words, the VOT of the ϐirst
aspirated consonant is shorter when the second consonant of the word is
an aspirated stop or /s/, as in (4)a, than when the second consonant is a
sonorant, as in (4)b.
(4) Average VOT of C₁ in Halh Mongolian (Svantesson et al. 2005)
a. [tƌaƌtax] ‘to pull’ 50ms
[tƌɔs] ‘fat’ 49ms
b. [tƌaɮ] ‘steppe’ 72ms
This is a type of dissimilation, because an aspiration feature is affected
speciϐically in the presence of another aspiration feature, and it is regress-
ive: the ϐirst aspiration feature is reduced when another one follows. It
should be borne in mind though that the properties of the aspiration fea-
ture of C₂ have not been investigated so far. This means that we could
in fact be dealing with a bidirectional process. Crucially, the dissimilat-
ory effect is gradient, since the feature is not categorically deleted, but
gradiently reduced in duration. The behaviour of /s/ as an aspirated con-
sonant in [tƌɔs] is consistent with the phonology of Mongolian: /s/ is pro-
nounced with post-aspiration in initial and medial positions (Svantesson
et al. 2005, 18), andpatternswith the aspirated stops in anumberof phon-
ological processes (cf. Section 1.3).
A problemwith the Mongolian pattern is that it is based on little evid-
ence: measurements are available for only one speaker, repeating the
three words four times each (Svantesson & Karlsson 2012). Moreover,
the three words in (4) have different syllabic structures, which may have
an impact on aspiration duration.
Nevertheless, our own previous work has found gradient dissimila-
tion in another language, where a much bigger and balanced corpus was
available: Aberystwyth English (Jatteau &Hejná 2016). In contrast to the
Halh evidence, the Aberystwyth corpus includes more than 7000 words,
spoken by 12 speakers. In this variety of English, spoken in Wales, fortis
stops are both pre- and post-aspirated in medial position (Hejná 2015).
For this data, our study (Jatteau&Hejná 2016) found that thepre-aspiration
feature of the second stop in CVCƌ- words is consistently reduced when
the ϐirst stop is an aspirated consonant, that is, an aspirate stop or /h/
(as in (5)a), as opposed to when the ϐirst consonant is a lenis stop or a
sonorant (as in (5)b).
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(5) Average duration of the pre-aspiration of C₂ in Aberystwyth Eng-
lish⁴ (Jatteau & Hejná 2016)
a. patter [pƌaƌtƌə] 26ms
b. batter [baƌtƌə] 40ms
latter [laƌtƌə] 36ms
In this case, the dissimilation is progressive: the second aspiration
feature of the word is reduced when another aspirated stop precedes. As
in Halh however, only one of the two consonants has been investigated
so far. In addition, we have shown that the pattern is lexically regular: it
does not depend on lexical frequency.
Finally, Beguš (2016) found evidence for a progressive, gradient dis-
similation pattern in Georgian. This third language is interesting because,
contrary to Mongolian and Welsh English, it involves post-aspiration ra-
ther than both pre- and post-aspiration. Nevertheless, the study shows
preliminary results, andneeds tobe conϐirmedwith amorebalanceddata-
set.
To summarize, there are then not two, but three types of dissimilation.
(6) Type 1: completed (the feature has disappeared), sporadic
e.g. Latin in (2)
Type 2: completed (the feature has disappeared), regular
e.g. Ancient Greek in (1)
Type 3: gradient (the feature is reduced), regular
e.g. Aberystwyth English in (5)
Type 3 has interesting implications for diachrony. If dissimilation can
also surface as a lexically regular and phonetically gradient process, could
it evolve into a lexically regular and phonetically gradient sound change,
that is, a ‘Neogrammarian’ type of change? The hypothesis would be that
one aspiration feature in CƌVCƌ- sequences is progressively reduced until
it disappears completely (Garrett 2015). If such a process could happen,
then (some cases of) dissimilation could be integrated within the main
category of sound changes: the regular co-occurrence restrictions in An-
cient Greek and Quechua may be accounted for not as results of lexical
diffusion, but of Neogrammarian changes. In order to investigate this hy-
pothesis, the goal of this paper is to explore the following question: could
⁴ The reader is referred to Hejná (2016) for more details on the phonetic implementa-
tion of the fortis-lenis plosive contrast in Aberystwyth English.
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gradient dissimilation (Type 3 above) be the phonetic precursor of com-
plete, regular dissimilation (Type 2 above)?
1.3 Dissimilation in Mongolian
Interestingly, Mongolian seems to support this hypothesis: within the
Mongolic family, two types of completed dissimilation patterns are at-
tested. The ϐirst one is regressive, and exempliϐied by Chahar Mongolian
(Section 1.3.1); the second is progressive, and appears in the relatedMon-
golic languageMonguor (Section 1.3.2). The question is thenwhether the
gradient process in Halh preserves the phonetic precursor of one or both
of these completed dissimilatory patterns (Section 1.4).
1.3.1 The Chahar Mongolian type
In a wide dialectal area including Southern Mongolia and the autonom-
ous region of Mongolia in China, the ϐirst aspiration feature of CƌVCƌ- se-
quences has completely disappeared.⁵ The dissimilatory pattern is exem-
pliϐied in Table 1 by the Chahar dialect. Note that [x] is the expected reϐlex
of Old Mongolian *kƌ.
Old Mongolian Chahar Halh
a. *tƌatƌa tatƌ tƌatƌ ‘to pull’
*kƌøkƌe kox xox ‘blue’
b. *tƌosun tɔs tƌɔs ‘fat’
c. *kƌauʧƌin xʊʊʧƌəŋ xʊʊʧƌəŋ ‘old’
*kƌamtƌu xamtƌ xamtƌ ‘together’
Table 1: The pattern of completed, regressive dissimilation in Chahar
The Chahar pattern of dissimilation is very similar to the Halh pattern
reported by Svantesson et al. (2005), and presented above in section 1.2
— except that in Chahar the aspiration feature is deleted, while in Halh
it is only reduced in duration. First, both are regressive dissimilations:
the realisation of the ϐirst aspiration feature depends on the presence of
a second one. Second, they involve the same segments: dissimilation is
⁵ Cf. Svantesson et al. (2005, 205-206); a map of the Mongolian dialects according to
Svantesson et al. is available on p. 141.
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triggeredby aspirated stops, as inTable 1a, and /s/, as inTable 1b. Chahar
Mongolian shows an interesting asymmetry in this respect: /s/ triggers,
but does not undergo dissimilation. As noted in section 1.2, /s/ is phon-
etically post-aspirated in Halh Mongolian;⁶ we do not knowwhether this
description extends toChahar and relateddialects. It shouldbenoted that
fricatives in Mongolian do not contrast for laryngeal features. Finally, the
Chahar dissimilation holds only over a short vowel: both aspiration fea-
tures are preservedwhen they are separated by a long vowel, a diphthong
or a coda consonant (cf. Table 1c). This makes the Chahar pattern a very
interesting case of non-adjacent dissimilation: it is the only case sensitive
to the mora we know of.⁷
The question is then the following: could the Halh dialect reϐlect the
incipient stage of a process which was completed in Chahar? In this case,
we may expect the two patterns to be parallel. First, they should show
similar sets of triggers and undergoers. Second, wemay expect the gradi-
ent dissimilation pattern to apply within a limited domain, that is, to ap-
ply in CƌVCƌ- as opposed to CƌVXCƌ-. This information, however, is not
available in the literature.
1.3.2 The Monguor type
What makes the Mongolian case even more interesting is that a second
type of dissimilation is attested within the Mongolic family. Monguor is
a sister language of Mongolian, spoken in the Gansu-Qinghai region of
China (Svantesson et al. 2005, 151-152). Like most Mongolian dialects,
this language has developed a dissimilation pattern. In this case however,
dissimilation is progressive, as illustrated inTable2 (Mostaert&deSmedt
1930; Georg 2003, Svantesson et al. 2005).
The process applied regularly in Monguor. It also appears irregularly
in the neighbouring Santa and Bonan languages; a few words also show
dissimilation inKangjia andShiraYugur (Svantessonet al. 2005, 206-207).
TheMonguor pattern differs from the Chahar one in a number of features.
First, it is a case of progressive dissimilation: the second aspirated con-
sonant loses its aspirated feature, not the ϐirst one. Second, the set of trig-
gers includes the aspirated stops, /s/, but also /h/ (cf. Table 2b; no me-
⁶ According to Svantesson et al. (2005, 18), /ʃ/ is also phonetically post-aspirated in
Halh.
⁷ See the list of dissimilatory patterns in the online supplement to Bennett (2015), and
more speciϐically on aspiration Jatteau (2016, 567-571).
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Old Mongolian Monguor Halh
a. *tƌatƌa tƌita tƌatƌ ‘to pull’
*kƌøkƌe kƌuko xox ‘blue’
b. *sykƌe suko sux ‘axe’
*hykƌer xukor uxer ‘ox’
c. *kƌauʧƌin xauᣏiŋ xʊʊʧƌəŋ ‘old’
*kƌamtƌu xamti xamtƌ ‘together’
Table 2: The pattern of completed, progressive dissimilation in Monguor
dial /h/ is preserved in Chahar).⁸ Another difference is that the domain
of dissimilation is wider: as shown by the examples in Table 2c, complex
rhymes do not block dissimilation. According to Georg (2003, 292), the
domain of the synchronic co-occurrence restriction is the stem.
Finally, the language shows what MacEachern (1999) labelled a ‘left-
ness effect’: the aspirated stop must be the ϐirst stop in the word. This
results from the progressive dissimilation process conspiring with a pat-
tern of leftward aspirationmetathesis (Table 3). This aspiration ‘ϐlip-ϐlop’
(Svantesson et al. 2005, 207) can be triggered by /s/, and created in some
cases a word-initial /pƌ/ phoneme (cf. Table 3b). When the word began
with a vowel, a word-initial /h/ was inserted (here noted as x, cf. Table
3c).⁹
Old Mongolian Monguor
a. *totƌara tƌutor ‘inside’
b. *pyse pƌusee ‘belt’
c. *altƌan xaltan ‘gold’
Table 3: Regressive aspiration metathesis in Monguor
⁸ According to Mostaert & de Smedt (1930), dissimilation in Monguor can also be
triggered by /f/ and /x/; it is not clear how regularly this is the case.
⁹ A similar conspiration may have occurred in Harauthi, which also displays a co-
occurrence restriction and a ‘leftness effect’ (Allen 1957). Leftward aspiration meta-
thesis coexists howeverwith regressive dissimilation in the history of Ancient Greek (Le-
jeune 1972; Jatteau 2016) and Basque (Egurtzegi 2015).
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Twodifferent types of complete dissimilation are then attestedwithin
the same language family, in opposite directions: regressive inMongolian
dialects, progressive in Monguor. What could be the common ancestor
of these opposite patterns? The Halh process of gradient dissimilation
might provide an interesting answer to this question. If a pattern of gradi-
ent dissimilation in Old Mongolian affected both aspiration features in
CƌVCƌ sequences, we could make the hypothesis that different branches
of the language family targeted different sides of the aspiration reduction:
Chahar and related dialects would have ampliϐied the dissimilation of C₁,
resulting in complete regressive dissimilation, and Monguor would have
ampliϐied the dissimilation of C₂, resulting in complete progressivedissim-
ilation. The question then is whether such a bidirectional process is pos-
sible. Asmentioned in section 1.2 however, previous accounts of gradient
dissimilation focussed on only one of the two consonants involved in the
dissimilation.
1.4 Research questions
To summarize, the discovery of a synchronic, lexically regular and phonet-
ically gradient type of dissimilation may allow us to reϐine the traditional
analysis of this process in diachrony: lexically regular cases of completed
dissimilationmay be reanalysed as Neogrammarian changes, through the
progressive reduction of one of the dissimilated features. The Mongolic
family is a good place to test this hypothesis: three different types of dis-
similation are attested in different branches (Table 4 on p. 37).¹⁰
Could the Halh pattern reϐlect the phonetic precursor of one or both
of the other patterns? Three scenarios are possible. First, gradient dis-
similation could be an independant development of the Halh dialect of
Mongolian, and have nothing to do with the completed dissimilations in
Chahar and Monguor. Alternatively, gradient dissimilation could be an
innovation of the Mongolian branch, and the precursor of the Chahar dis-
similation only. Finally, theHalh pattern could preserve anOldMongolian
stage, which later evolved into progressive dissimilation in one branch,
and regressive dissimilation in another one. In this third case, we should
be able to ϐind evidence of both regressive and progressive dissimilation
in Halh Mongolian. To evaluate these scenarios, we propose to apply the
¹⁰ There are four if we include the sporadic patterns in Santa, Bonan, Kangjia and Shira
Yugur (cf. Section 1.3.2). If the Monguor dissimilation arose through a Neogrammarian
sound change, as hypothesized in this paper, these cases would be analysed as borrow-
ings through the contact with Monguor.
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Old Mongolian
Mongolian Monguor
Halh Chahar
• synchronic • diachronic • diachronic
• phonetically
gradient
• phonetically
categorical
• phonetically
categorical
• regressive
(only?)
• regressive • progressive
• domain? • over short
vowels
• within the
stem
Table 4: Three patterns of dissimilation in the Mongolic family
comparativemethod: we expect to ϐind similar properties in gradient dis-
similation and in the patterns which hypothetically derive from it. Three
questions must then be investigated:
(7) 1. Is gradientdissimilation indeedattested inHalh, as described
by Svantesson et al. (2005); Svantesson & Karlsson (2012)?
• Is it regular across speakers? Is it regular across differ-
ent word structures (mono- vs. polysyllables)? Do we
ϐind the same set of triggers and undergoers?
2. Could it show the phonetic precursor of the Chahar dissimil-
ation pattern?
• Is it sensitive to the length of the intervening vowel?
3. Could it show the phonetic precursor of both the Chahar and
Monguor dissimilatory patterns?
• Is it both regressive and progressive?
The problem is that very little is known of the Halh gradient dissimil-
ation pattern: as mentioned in 1.2, the reported pattern is based on very
limited evidence. To answer these questions, we gathered and analysed
new data for Halh Mongolian. The next sections explain themethodology
(Section 2) and results (Section 3). These results are discussed in Section
4; Section 5 concludes and sketches directions for further research.
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2 Methodology
This section provides information about the speakers analysed in this
study (Section 2.1), the type of data collected and analysed (Section 2.2),
as well as the quantiϐication of the linguistic aspects of interest (Section
2.3).
2.1 Speakers
The analyses are based on 8 native speakers of Halh Mongolian (2 males,
6 females). These were all born and raised in Ulaanbaatar except one
speaker from Erdenet (Northern Halh region), and one from Zavkhan
(Southern Mongolia). A comparison of the production of these speak-
ers did not reveal any individual speciϐic differences in the presence and
the direction of any potential dissimilatory patterns that would correlate
with the geographic background of our speakers.¹¹ The speakers were
born between 1970 and 1980; they arrived in France between 2003 and
2014andhadvery heterogeneousproϐiciency levels in French. The speak-
ers were recorded with an H4 Zoom recorder, in conjunction with a head-
mounted AKG C520 microphone for two speakers (MN1, MN2).
2.2 Data
We obtained Mongolian words read in isolation from the eight speakers
described above. These words represent a range of prosodic and seg-
mental conditions.
Above all, we aimed to collect tokens with the four types of conson-
ants in order to test for potential presence of regressive and/or progress-
ive dissimilation patterns. These four types were a. sonorants, b. fortis
plosives, c. lenis plosives, andd. /s/. We targetedwords inwhich theseoc-
curred inword-initial position (C₁), word-medial position (C₂), andword-
ϐinal position(C₂).
Next, to test for whether any dissimilatory patterns are blocked by
phonologically long vowels, the words were chosen so that the interven-
ing vowel setwas comprised predominantly of /a/, /aː/, althoughwe also
collected some additional words with /ɔ/, and /ɔː/, because some com-
parisons of interest are not available in the language with /a/ (but unfor-
tunately others arenot available for /ɔ/,whichpresents uswith analytical
problems).
¹¹ Cf. Sections 3.1.1 and 3.2.1 for details about the speaker from Southern Mongolia.
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In addition, the combinations of the selected consonants and vowels
were collected primarily forwordswithmonosyllabic and disyllabic pros-
odic structure (CVC, CVCV). This decision enables a comparison between
our results and those reported previously (Svantesson et al. 2005,
Svantesson & Karlsson 2012) without the confound between prosody
(number of syllables) and type of trigger.
The dataset analysed in this paper contains 376 monosyllabic, 856
disyllabic, and 65 trisyllabic words in total.¹² The target combinations
are summarised in Table 5 below. The complete wordlist is available in
the Associated materials.
C₂ trigger C₂ trigger C₁ trigger C₁ trigger
monosyllable disyllable monosyllable disyllable
TVT TVTV TVT TVTV
TVD TVDV DVT DVTV
TVR TVRV RVT RVTV
TVs TVsV sVT sVTV
Table 5: Dataset. T = fortis stop; D = lenis stop; R = sonorant
2.3 Acoustic analysis
The data was annotated in Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2017). Aspira-
tion dissimilation was quantiϐied via analyses of release duration (2.3.1),
voiceless pre-aspiration (2.3.2), local breathiness (2.3.3), and the over-
all breathiness dynamics of the vowel (2.3.4). The identiϐication and the
quantiϐication of these aspects are described in more detail in what fol-
lows.
2.3.1 Release duration and post-aspiration
The duration of the release was measured from the onset of the burst
to the onset of the voicing associated with the following vowel in CVCV
words. This was done for fortis and lenis plosives. For /s/, where post-
aspiration was present, its duration was measured as well. Furthermore,
¹² The inclusion of three trisyllabic words (batalgaa ‘guarantee’, patentlax ‘to patent’,
and sataarax ‘to get distracted’)wasdue to thenon-existenceof suitabledisyllabicwords
in other comparisons of interest.
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in case of /s/ we also coded for whether post-aspiration is present or ab-
sent, which was not done for the plosive context. The reason is the fol-
lowing: when stops show a short release, it is not always possible to tell
whether the release includes a post-aspiration period in addition to the
burst. Post-aspiration could nevertheless be identiϐied relatively straight-
forwardly in the case of /s/. Post-aspirated /s/ shows a period of voice-
less glottal friction, which follows the oral release of the fricative. The
oral friction of /s/ can be clearly distinguished from the glottal friction
associated with post-aspiration, since the oral friction exhibits most en-
ergy in higher frequencies, unlike glottal friction. Conveniently, /s/ is the
only fricative in our potential triggers and undergoers and it is a phon-
ological fricative which is spectrally most different from post- and pre-
aspiration in the language. The identiϐication and measurement of /s/
post-aspiration is illustrated in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Post-aspiration in the word saagix ‘to swirl (smoke)’. ‘br ini’ = breathiness
caused by preceding release.
2.3.2 Pre-aspiration
We follow Jatteau & Hejná (2016), Kingston (1990), Morris & Hejná (in
press), Nance & Stuart-Smith (2013), and Nı́ Chasaide (1985) in adopting
a narrow deϐinition of pre-aspiration as a period of voiceless (primarily)
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glottal friction found in the sequences of voiced sonorants and phonetic-
ally voiceless obstruents. The criteria for the identiϐication follow those
proposed in Hejná (2016). Firstly, pre-aspiration exhibits presence of
friction found immediately prior to a plosive closure (in the context of
plosives). This friction is voiceless, which deϐines the left boundary of
pre-aspiration, as shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2: Pre-aspiration in the word dotor ‘inside’. ‘clo’ = closure, ‘post’ = release, ‘br
ini’ = breathiness caused by preceding release, ‘br ϐin’ = breathiness preceding voiceless
pre-aspiration (or occurring without pre-aspiration at the end of the vowel).
Glottal friction is furthermore spectrally different from orally gener-
ated friction, especially when contrasted with the oral friction of /s/. In
the context of /s/ then, the right boundary of pre-aspiration could be dis-
tinguished from the oral friction of the fricative itself as there was a clear
separation of frequency regions associated with the highest intensity in
the spectrogram.
Pre-aspiration is often accompanied by an interval of voiced breathi-
ness, the annotation of which we describe in what follows.
2.3.3 Breathiness
Local breathiness can be deϐined as a phonatory setting during which
the vocal folds vibrate and during which glottal friction is generated. As
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seen in Figure 2 (p. 41), the corresponding waveform is characterised
bymore quasi-sinusoidal properties, which often goes hand in handwith
the presence of glottal friction across a wide range of frequencies. This
also results in the attenuation of formants. The criteria for breathiness
identiϐication also follow those adopted in the studies mentioned above.
Local breathiness was annotated at the end of vowels in vowel-obstruent
sequences, but also following obstruents in obstruent-vowel sequences
(see Figure 2 p. 41).
2.3.4 Overall vowel breathiness
Due to a fair amount of individual variation characteristic of breathiness,
themanual annotationof thephenomenonproved rather challenging. For
example, although more locally breathy intervals can often be seen, it is
frequently the case that the whole vowel appears to be breathier in some
consonantal contexts. For this reason, apart from the manual annotation
of local breathiness, we also quantiϐied breathiness in 5 subsequent in-
tervals within the vocalic interval via the measure of Cepstral Peak Prom-
inence (CPP) extracted using the VoiceSauce software (Shue 2010; Shue
et al. 2011) inMatlab (2016). CPPwas chosen since it has been described
as the best perceptual correlate of breathiness (Fraile & Godino-Llorente
2014; Hillenbrand et al. 1994, 776).
2.3.5 Other relevant phonetic variation
Mongolian segments present a degree of phonetic variation which was
not taken into account in the present study, but which may have implica-
tions for the analysis of aspiration dissimilation. These instances of phon-
etic variation are linked to the fact that 1. /g/ and /ɢ/ can undergo spir-
antisation, and be occasionally devoiced; 2. /l/ can be realised as a voice-
less fricative; 3. vowels can undergo deletion and/or devoicing and, as a
result, some plosives can have complex releases, which renders them un-
usable for direct comparisons with the duration of simple releases. Note
that almost all these vowels are non-initial short vowels, which are ana-
lysed by Svantesson et al. (2005) as epenthetic vowels (cf. Section 3.3.2).
Finally, 4. unexpected vocoids occur in some of the data: one speaker pro-
nounced CVC as CVCə. These tokens were counted as disyllabic. We leave
tackling this variation for future, more detailed analyses of the data. In
the present analysis, /g/ and /ɢ/ were treated as lenis stops and /ɮ/ as
a sonorant; CVC sequences in which the vowel was devoiced or deleted
were excluded from the analysis.
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2.3.6 Statistical analyses
All statistical modelling was carried out using the lme4 package (Bates
et al. 2014), the lmerTest package (Kuznetsova 2015), and the Effects
package (Fox et al. 2017) in R using RStudio (R Core Team2009-2015). In
the list below, breathiness refers to local breathiness (see Section 2.3.3),
i.e. the portion of the vowel showing an increasing presence of glottal fric-
tion due to the post- and/or pre-aspiration that follows and/or precedes.
The dependent variables included in the analyseswere thus the following.
(8) 1. release duration of C₁ fortis plosives
2. post-aspiration duration of C₁ fortis fricatives (/s/)
3. release duration of C₂ fortis plosives
4. post-aspiration duration of C₂ fortis fricatives (/s/)
5. post-aspiration frequency of C₁ /s/
6. post-aspiration frequency of C₂ /s/
7. pre-aspiration duration of C₂ fortis plosives
8. pre-aspiration duration of C₂ fortis fricatives (/s/)
9. pre-aspiration frequency of C₂ fortis plosives
10. pre-aspiration frequency of C₂ fortis fricatives (/s/)
11. breathiness duration of C₂ fortis plosives
12. breathiness duration of C₂ fortis fricatives (/s/)
13. breathiness frequency of C₂ fortis plosives
14. breathiness frequency of C₂ fortis fricatives (/s/)
15. breathiness duration of C₁ fortis plosives
16. breathiness duration of C₁ fortis fricatives (/s/)
17. breathiness frequency of C₁ fortis plosives
18. breathiness frequency of C₁ fortis fricatives (/s/)
19. overall breathiness of the vowel (CPP)
SĕĊĆĐĊė and WĔėĉ were always entered in the models as random ef-
fects. The relevant independent variables are fully speciϐied in the Ap-
pendices. The independent factors of highest relevance to the research
questions are mentioned in the Results section.
3 Results
In this section, we ϐirst report the phonetic implementation of the ob-
struents within our dataset (Section 3.1). Next, we present the analysis
carried out in order to shedmore light onwhether there is indeed a gradi-
ent regressive aspiration dissimilation in Halh Mongolian (Section 3.2).
We do so for fortis plosives (3.2.1) and /s/ (3.2.2), i.e. a fortis fricative, in
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order to see whether /s/ patterns with fortis plosives. We then proceed
to the analyses targeting whether there is any evidence of progressive as-
piration dissimilation in the data aswell (Section 3.3). Finally, we explore
whether vowel length affects any dissimilatory pattern in our data (Sec-
tion 3.4).
3.1 The phonetic implementation of obstruents in Halh
3.1.1 Fortis plosives
Our inspection of the phonetic implementation of fortis plosives reveals
some differences regarding previous reports available for Halh (e.g.
Svantesson & Karlsson 2012).
Firstly, release duration distinguishes the fortis and the lenis plosive
series in our data, not only word-initially, but also word-medially, and it
may also do so word-ϐinally. This is in contradiction with Svantesson &
Karlsson’s (2012) results: they found that the lenis-fortis contrast was
primarily realised by pre-aspiration, the difference between lenis and for-
tis stops’ VOT being non signiϐicant in intervocalic position. In addition,
we ϐind that lenis plosives show longer release durationword-ϐinally than
fortis plosives, although in this case the result is only approaching signi-
ϐicance (see Table 6).¹³
Lenis Fortis Signiϐicant?
Initial 13ms 47ms Yes
Medial 18ms 45ms Yes
Final 80ms 45ms No
Table 6: Fortis-lenis plosive release duration (average) and contrast
Secondly, we ϐind differences related to pre-aspiration as well. Whilst
we corroborate that it is only found in the fortis series, we ϐind that ‘pre-
¹³ We obtained p=0.0578. This just misses the signiϐicance alpha level. It is suprising
that word-ϐinal release duration for fortis plosives is in fact shorter than that of word-
ϐinal lenis plosives. We are not able at the moment to explain this ϐinding. Further re-
searchmay conϐirm our impression that the two series are distinguished by the spectral
properties of the release rather than by temporal properties. In any case, it does not
affect our results for dissimilation (Section 3.2), since syllabic structure was taken into
account in the statistical analysis (and no effect was found).
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aspiration’ in Halh is realised as a combination of breathiness and voice-
less glottal friction intervals. If we measure only pre-aspiration in the
narrow sense, we ϐind that the phenomenon applies less frequently in
our dataset than as reported in Svantesson & Karlsson (2012), with the
rate of application of 42% medially and that of 25% ϐinally. In terms of
duration, pre-aspiration in the narrow sense reaches values of 18ms for
medial fortis stops in our data, and 13ms for ϐinal fortis stops (on av-
erage). However, if we merge local breathiness and pre-aspiration as
deϐined here to form pre-aspiration in a broader sense (i.e. including
both voiceless pre-aspiration and the local breathiness it induces), we
reach results very comparable to those reported in Svantesson & Karls-
son (2012). Namely, pre-aspiration in the broad sense of the term applies
in 99% of the word-medial cases and in 91% of the word-ϐinal cases. The
average duration of broadly deϐined pre-aspiration is that of 43ms word-
medially and27msword-ϐinally, which corresponds to themeasurements
reported in Svantesson&Karlsson (2012, 456): they ϐind apre-aspiration
duration of 40ms on average word-medially, and 24ms on average word-
ϐinally. Importantly, however, values of 0ms have to be included for us
to obtain comparable results, i.e. instances in which pre-aspiration does
not apply. Once these are excluded, we reach the average duration of pre-
aspiration of 52ms word-medially and 46ms word-ϐinally.
Finally, one of the speakers (MN1) shows categorical absence of pre-
aspiration. Whilst she differs from the other speakers in that she was
raised in Southern Mongolia, the absence of pre-aspiration is still unex-
pected for this geographical background (Svantesson et al. 2005; Karls-
son & Svantesson 2012).
3.1.2 Phonetic implementation of /s/
According to Svantesson et al. (2005, 18), /s/ is post-aspirated word-
initially and word-medially in Halh Mongolian. Our data provide more
precise information. /s/ is post-aspirated (in the narrow sense) in word-
initial position in 93% of the cases, with the average post-aspiration dur-
ation of 28ms. Word-medially, post-aspiration of /s/ reaches 42% of ap-
plication rate. Medially, post-aspiration is shorter than initially (13ms).¹⁴
No post-aspiration was found in the ϐinal position. Vowel-initial breathi-
¹⁴ When calculating the average duration, only cases where post-aspiration was found
were included. This means that we did not include post-aspiration of 0ms in the av-
erage calculation, in which case we would reach the value of 27ms initially and 4ms
non-initially.
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ness induced by C1 /s/, on the other hand, reaches the average duration
of 16ms. When the two laryngeal components are combined, the result
is the average duration of 44ms for #[sƌ]. Medially, voiceless /s/ post-
aspiration, with its average 13ms, is shorter than the local breathiness
found in the post-/s/ vowel, with its 18ms. Combined, the two individual
laryngeal components give us the average duration of 31ms.
3.2 Is there regressive gradient dissimilation in Halh?
3.2.1 Fortis plosives
We conϐirm the report that there is gradient regressive aspiration dis-
similation in Halh Mongolian: the release duration of C₁ fortis plosives
(/p/ and /t/) is affected by the type of C₂ consonant (fortis plosive, lenis
plosive, sonorant, fortis fricative), as shown in Figure 3. More speciϐically,
the release duration of #Cƌ is the shortest when C₂ is an aspirated stop.
The gradient dissimilatory effect holds for the combination of the voiced
and the voiceless intervals of glottal friction (that is, post-aspiration in
the broad sense). When we consider these two parts separately, we ϐind
a (slightly smaller) dissimilatory effect for post-aspiration in the narrow
sense (cf. Figure 3 below), and no effect for the local breathiness induced
by C₁.
Figure 3: Effects of C₂ type on C₁ fortis plosive release duration
It should be noted that Speaker MN1, from Southern Mongolia, does
participate in regressivedissimilation, although shedoesnotpre-aspirate.
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Interestingly, visual inspection of Figure 3 (p. 46) suggests that lenis
plosives trigger an intermediate degree of dissimilation: the duration of
C₁ post-aspiration is longer in TVD than in TVT, but shorter in TVD than
in TVR.¹⁵
We did not ϐind any signiϐicant interactions with the type of C₂ and
the other variables considered; this includes the overall syllabic structure
(See Table A.8 in the Associated materials for the statistical details).
3.2.2 /s/
Regarding the phonetic implementation of word-initial /s/, the fricative
is almost always post-aspirated, and no effects were therefore found on
its rate of application (Associated materials, Table A.9). However, we
present new data that enable us to investigate whether word-initial /s/
undergoes gradient regressive aspiration dissimilation, similarly toword-
initial fortis plosives. On the one hand, the average duration of post-
aspiration of word-initial /s/ is not affected by any of the factors con-
sidered (Associatedmaterials, Table A.10). This holds for post-aspiration
in the narrow sense, aswell as for the combination of voiced and voiceless
friction.
On theother hand, two individuals showqualitatively different results.
As Figure 4 (p. 48) shows, speakersMN2 andMN4 display the shortest C₁
/s/ post-aspiration duration when C₂ is a fortis plosive, followed by the
category of lenis plosives with slightly higher values, followed by sonor-
ants and /s/.
This result is interesting in several respects. Firstly, there seems to
be individual variation related to whether /s/ post-aspiration also exhib-
its gradient regressive aspiration dissimilation. Secondly, it is only the
speakers with longer post-aspiration that display the potential dissimil-
atory pattern. It may be the case that aspiration dissimilation can only
apply once an aspirate feature (in a neutral sense of the word) reaches a
certain durational threshold. Thirdly, for six of the speakers, /s/, a fortis
obstruent, does not pattern with the plosive fortis obstruents in being af-
fected by the type of C₂.
¹⁵ The difference between the levels was compared with /s/ as the baseline. Comparis-
ons between C₂ fortis plosives and lenis plosives doesn’t reveal a signiϐicant difference
in their effect on C₁ post-aspiration. However, there is a signiϐicant difference between
fortis plosives and sonorants (p < 0.05). For the analysis with /s/ as the baseline, see
Table A.15 in the Associated materials.
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Figure 4: Effects of C₂ type on C₁ /s/ post-aspiration duration by individual (ms)
If we turn now to C₂ /s/, we ϐind that intervocalic and word-ϐinal /s/
trigger a degree of dissimilation (Figure 5 p. 49). On visual inspection, C₁
shows a slight release duration reduction with C₂ /s/ in comparison to
C₂ sonorants. However, /s/ patterns together with lenis plosives in be-
ing associated with longer C₁ fortis plosive release duration than fortis
plosives. The difference between fortis plosives and /s/ as triggers of
gradient dissimilation is nonetheless not supported by the statistical ana-
lyses (although it approaches signiϐicance, with p=0.067; cf. Associated
materials, Table A.8).
For a direct comparison with the previous studies of Halh Mongolian,
we also report dissimilation related results for the words tatax ‘to pull’,
tos ‘fat’, tag ‘completely’, and tal ‘steppe’ and contrast themwith previous
ϐindings. As Table 7 (p. 49) shows, our data replicate partially the ϐind-
ings reported by Svantesson & Karlsson (2012). It is indeed the case that
C₂ sonorants are associated with the longest release duration of C₁ fortis
plosives; however, it is not the case that C₂ /s/ would pattern with C₂ /t/;
instead, /s/ patterns with lenis plosives.
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Figure 5: Effects of C₂ type on C₁ fortis plosive release duration, including /s/ in C₂
S&K 2012 Our data
(1 speaker) (8 speakers)
[tƌaƌtax] 50ms 34ms
[tƌɔs] 49ms 52ms
[tƌag] – 53ms
[tƌaɮ] 72ms 63ms
Table 7: Comparison between previous reports and our results: C₁ release duration in
different contexts
3.3 Is there progressive gradient dissimilation in Halh?
3.3.1 Individual variation in pre-aspiration duration
Firstly, none of the statistical analyses support presence of progressive
gradient dissimilation in the data.¹⁶ Nevertheless, C₂ pre-aspiration —
unlikeC₂ releaseduration—does show individual differences. AsFigure 6
(p. 50) demonstrates, two speakers (MN4 and MN7) are qualitatively dif-
ferent from the others in that their pre-aspiration duration does seem to
be affected by the type of C₁ in the manner expected in aspiration dissim-
ilation. This may possibly be extended to speaker MN8 as well.
¹⁶ See Tables A.11-A.21 in the Associated materials.
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Figure 6: Effects of C₁ type on C₂ fortis plosive pre-aspiration duration by individual
3.3.2 Breathiness measurements
At this point, it is also noteworthy to report the results obtained for the
amount of breathiness in the intervening vowel, as quantiϐied by CPP. Stat-
istical analyses do not conϐirm that the intervening vowel is less breathy
(associatedwith higher CPP values) in the dissimilating contexts, nor is it
breathier.¹⁷ In other words, there aremany completely breathy vowels in
our corpus, with various degrees of noisiness. However, this breathiness
is not linked to the CƌVCƌ context: it cannot be interpreted as a coartic-
ulatory effect between aspirated consonants (including fortis stops and
/s/). On the other hand, we ϐind very few completely voiceless vowels (in
the ϐirst syllable; see Section 2.3.5). This conϐirms that speakers do not
produce one long spread glottis gesture across CƌVCƌ contexts. The same
result was found in Aberystwyth English (Jatteau & Hejná 2016). Finally,
¹⁷ A number of models were run to look into the effects of C₁ and C₂ type on the breathi-
ness of the intervening vowel. For these purposes, CPPmeasures were takenwithin ϐive
chunks/intervals of the vocalic interval, whichwas simply divided by ϐive, i.e. each inter-
val represents 20% of the vocalic interval. For the effects of C₁ on the breathiness of the
vowel, the CPP values of the fourth and the ϐifth intervals were entered in the models as
dependent variables. For the effects of C₂ on the breathiness of the vowel, the CPP values
of the ϐirst and the second intervals were entered in the models as dependent variables.
This was done separately for fortis plosives and /s/.
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we didn’t ϐind any signiϐicant decrease in noisiness in any of the ϐive slices
of the vowels. This means that the gradient dissimilation pattern does
not trigger a decrease in noisiness in the breathy interval induced by the
aspiration features: it only affects the duration of the post-aspiration fea-
ture.
3.4 Does vowel length affect any dissimilatory patterns in Halh?
As mentioned, in Chahar aspiration dissimilation is blocked in the con-
text of an intervening phonologically long vowel. These effects were not
found for the gradient dissimilation pattern in Halh Mongolian, manifes-
ted in the release duration of C₁ fortis plosives (or in C₂). On the whole,
thismeans that both long and short vowels trigger gradient regressive dis-
similation as manifested in C₁ fortis plosives, and neither long nor short
vowels trigger dissimilation as manifested in C₂ fortis plosives. Vowel
length is nevertheless important in that it is associatedwith less frequent
and shorter pre-aspiration.¹⁸ This is in accordance with cross-linguistic
ϐindings on pre-aspiration (Hejná 2015, chap. 3-4). Note that Karlsson &
Svantesson (2012, 13) ϐind a similar effect in Baarin (EasternMongolian).
3.5 Summary of the results
To summarise, our results conϐirm the existence of a gradient dissimil-
atory pattern in Halh Mongolian, as reported by Svantesson et al. (2005);
Svantesson&Karlsson (2012). We report that this effect does not depend
on the syllabic structure of the word. The sets of triggers and undergoers
is different from the ones reported in the literature. First, we ϐind that
/s/ undergoes a degree of reduction in s_Cƌ contexts in the speech of two,
maybe three speakers. These speakers display the longest duration of #s-
post-aspiration on average. Second, we ϐind that only aspirated stops are
able to trigger the dissimilation: /s/ does not. Our data noteworthily dif-
fer in this respect from Svantesson and his colleagues. Interestingly, we
ϐind a gradient scale between the different types of consonants: T > D,
s > R, where ‘>’ means ‘trigger a greater reduction of C₁ post-aspiration
than’. In this scale, /s/ patterns with lenis stops rather than fortis stops
in triggering an intermediate degree of C₁ post-aspiration reduction.
¹⁸ The statistical models presented in the Associated materials never contain an inter-
action between type of consonant and vowel length; this is because the models lacking
this interaction better accounted for the variation found in the dataset and because the
interaction was never found to be signiϐicant.
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As regards progressive dissimilation, our data does not present any
global effect, but two speakers seem to show progressive dissimilation as
well, that is, a bidirectional gradient dissimilatory effect.
Concerning the intervening vowel, we do not ϐind any speciϐic rise or
decrease in the degree of breathiness of vowels surrounded by aspirated
stops or /s/: the reduction does not affect the degree of breathiness of
the intervening vowel. Finally, the phonological length of the intervening
vowel does not affect the dissimilatory process: the post-aspiration of C₁
is reduced both in CƌVCƌ and CƌVːCƌ.
4 Discussion
We can now come back to our research questions in (7), repeated here for
convenience.
(9) 1. Is gradientdissimilation indeedattested inHalh, as described
by Svantesson et al. (2005); Svantesson & Karlsson (2012)?
• Is it regular across speakers? Is it regular across differ-
ent word structures (mono- vs. polysyllables)? Do we
ϐind the same set of triggers and undergoers?
2. Could it show the phonetic precursor of the Chahar dissimil-
ation pattern?
• Is it sensitive to the length of the intervening vowel?
3. Could it show the phonetic precursor of both the Chahar and
Monguor dissimilatory patterns?
• Is it both regressive and progressive?
4.1 Gradient dissimilation in Halh
Our results conϐirm the existence of a pattern of gradient dissimilation in
Halh Mongolian, as described by Svantesson et al. (2005). We are now
able to describe the pattern more precisely (Section 4.1.1). Nonetheless,
we report partly different results regarding the role of /s/ (Section 4.1.2).
These ϐindings shed an interesting light on the question of the behaviour
of fricatives in aspiration dissimilations.
4.1.1 Fortis stops show gradient dissimilation
Our data conϐirm that there is a regressive, gradient dissimilatory effect
in Halh Mongolian: the post-aspiration feature of C₁ in CƌVC is reduced
when the second consonant of the word is an aspirated stop. Gradient
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dissimilation in our data is triggered, and undergone, by aspirated stops.
We have shown that it does not depend on the prosodic structure of the
word: the results in CVC words are comparable to the results in polysyl-
labic words.
Interestingly, our ϐindings suggest that the dissimilatory effect does
not categorically depend on the laryngeal speciϐication of C₂: lenis stops
trigger a degree of dissimilation, smaller than fortis stops, but bigger than
sonorants. This effect can be illustrated by the following triplet.
(10) VOT duration of C₁ depending on the type of C₂
a. [tƌaƌt] 43ms
b. [tƌag] 53ms
c. [tƌaɮ] 63ms
This trend would need to be conϐirmed in a bigger corpus. If it turned
out to be supported, a possible interpretation would be that the dissimil-
atory effect depends on the C₂’s VOT:¹⁹ fortis stops have the longest VOT,
lenis stops have an intermediate VOT, and sonorants do not have any. This
hypothesis is compatible with the results we ϐind for /s/.
4.1.2 The role of /s/
Amajordifferencebetweenour studyandSvantessonet al.’s (2005; 2012)
lies in the role of /s/: in our data, the fricative may undergo, but not trig-
ger gradient dissimilation. This result is problematic in the context of
Mongolian, but it may shed light on the behaviour of /s/ as an aspirated
consonant in dissimilatory patterns, in Mongolian and beyond.
There is ample evidence in Mongolian that /s/ patterns as a natural
class with aspirated consonants. In particular, it was involved in the two
complete dissimilatorypatterns, in Chahar andMonguor (see section1.3).
In both cases, /s/ differs from aspirated stops in that it can trigger, but
not undergo aspiration dissimilation. It should be recalled that Mongo-
lian has only one series of fricatives (there is no laryngeal contrast for
this series). Even if a phonetic reduction of the aspiration applied to /s/,
there is no other fricative phoneme it can merge with. In Monguor, /s/
also triggered (but did not undergo) aspiration metathesis (see Section
1.3). These diachronic patterns are in accordance with the contempor-
ary phonetic realisation of /s/ in Halh: it is realised with post-aspiration
¹⁹ In the case of aspirated stops, this parameter may include the pre-occlusion part of
the feature in addition to the VOT.
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in word-initial position (with an average VOT of 28ms) as well as in in-
tervocalic position, although with shorter duration and less regularly so
(with an average VOT of 13ms; see Section 3.1.2). Mongolian is then a
good test case for the idea, defended in particular by Vaux (1998), that
voiceless fricatives are by default [+spread glottis] segments. Interest-
ingly, however, Mongolian stands out as an exception within the typology
of aspiration dissimilation: cross-linguistically, and contra Vaux’s 1998
predictions, /s/ is very rarely involved in this process.²⁰ Could it be then
that only post-aspirated fricatives can be involved in aspiration dissimil-
ation?
Our results are consistent with this hypothesis. In our data, Halh /s/
shows the opposite behaviour of Chahar and Monguor /s/: when it is
word-initial, it may undergo gradient dissimilation in some speakers, but
when it is word-medial or ϐinal, it does not trigger dissimilation like aspir-
ated stops. This behaviour may be understood if gradient dissimilation
correlates with the VOT duration of the consonants.
On the one hand, /s/ does trigger a degree of regressive dissimilation,
but only a small one: the trend is only marginally signiϐicant, most likely
due to the size of our dataset. Most importantly, it patterns with lenis
stops rather than aspirated stops. This ϐinding is in contradiction with
Svantesson et al.’s results (cf. Section 1.2). This is shown in (11), where
we add a CƌVs word to the triplet presented above in (10).
(11) VOT duration of C₁ depending on the type of C₂
a. [tƌaƌt] 43ms
b. [tƌas] 54ms
[tƌag] 53ms
c. [tƌaɮ] 63ms
Statistical analyses showed that the effect of /s/ was different from
both sonorants and aspirated stops.²¹ But why, then, would /s/ behave
like a lenis stop? It needs to be remembered that /s/ post-aspiration is
²⁰ The other caseswe knowof are Ofo, where /sƌ/ is contrastively post-aspirated (de Re-
use 1981), and Harauthi, which has only one coronal fricative (Allen 1957). In this lan-
guage, which displays a co-occurrence restriction on aspiration and a ‘leftness effect’,
the sequence s...Cƌ is prohibited, but Cƌ...s is possible. This asymmetry is very similar
to the Monguor case, and could result from a progressive dissimilation pattern which
/s/ triggered but did not undergo (cf. fn. 9). The generalisation is that /s/ acts as an
aspirated consonant in the position of trigger, but not in the position of target.
²¹ In the latter case, the difference between the dissimilating effect of C₂ /s/ and C₂ as-
pirated stops is only approaching signiϐicance (p=0.067).
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variable in medial position, applying in 42% of the cases. This may ac-
count for the difference with aspirated stops. Another possible factor is
the duration of the VOT. We have shown that lenis stops in Halh have a
rather long VOT: 18ms on average. This is comparable to intervocalic /s/,
which has a VOT of 13ms on average. It may then be that gradient dissim-
ilation in Halh is directly linked to the duration of the consonants’ VOT.
On the other hand, we ϐind that /s/ can undergo regressive dissimila-
tion for some individuals: for three speakers, the VOT duration of word-
initial [sƌ] is reduced in sVCƌ as opposed to sVC. These speakers are pre-
cisely the ones with the longest post-aspiration for word-initial /s/. It
seems, then, that gradient dissimilation is not only triggered, but also un-
dergone, by segments with especially long VOT.
To summarise, /s/ can behave like aspirated stops in initial position,
where it has a long VOT, but it behaves like lenis stops in intervocalic po-
sition, where its VOT is shorter. This interpretation is however tentative.
‘VOT’ in stops covers both release duration and post-aspiration proper, i.e.
it does not enable us to distinguish whether a plosive is genuinely post-
aspirated (that is, pronounced with a period of glottal friction). Ideally
then, we should quantify the presence of aspiration in the fortis plosives
(something that mere release duration, and VOT, does not allow us to do
reliably). In addition, it may be the case that the noisiness of aspiration
participates in a trade-off relationship with duration (e.g. the noisier the
post-aspiration, the shorter it can be). Furthermore, since the effects we
are dealing with are rather small, the dataset needs to be enlarged with
more speakers.
Nonetheless, if it turns out that the duration of the VOT is themost im-
portant factor in triggering and undergoing gradient dissimilation, and if
gradient dissimilation is the phonetic precursor of lexically regular cases
of (completed) dissimilation, we may be able to explain why /s/ is cross-
linguistically inactive in this type of patterns. Thephonetic factor relevant
for aspirationdissimilationwould not be the spread glottis gesture associ-
atedwith theoral release of /s/, but ratherwith thepost-aspirationwhich
applies in a few languages, i.e. a predominantly laryngeal component of
the fricative.²²
This hypothesis predicts that other segments with similar VOT dura-
tion in Halh should behave like /s/. To investigate this question, further
²² We do realise that oral fricatives always include a glottal gesture aswell; however, the
important difference between /s/ and /h/ is that the latter is associated with friction
generated predominantly in the larynx, as opposed to the former.
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analyses will need to look at the other voiceless fricatives in the language:
/ʃ/, and voiceless occurrences of /ɮ/, fricativized /g/ and /ɢ/.
4.2 Couldgradientdissimilationbe theprecursorof theChaharpat-
tern?
The analysis of our data globally suggests that Halh may represent the
phonetic precursor of the dissimilation which happened in Chahar and
other dialects ofMongolian: we do ϐind a pattern of dissimilation, and it is
regressive. However, twodiscrepancies appear between the twopatterns:
Halh gradient dissimilation is not triggered by /s/, and it holds over long
vowels.
The ϐirst point has been discussed in section 4.1.2. It is problematic
from a diachronic point of view: why would Chahar have changed [tƌɔs]
to [tɔs] if /s/ did not trigger any gradient dissimilatory effect? The simpl-
est assumption, to save our diachronic hypothesis, would be that Proto-
Mongolian had a more aspirated /s/ than Halh: a longer VOT may have
triggered amore important dissimilatory effect. We do not however have
any evidence for the phonetic realisation of Proto-Mongolian *s.
Regarding /s/ as an undergoer, we have shown that some Halh speak-
ers show a dissimilatory effect of /s/ post-aspiration duration in sVCƌ. It
could be, then, that /s/ did undergo dissimilation in Chahar too: [sƌ] may
have been reduced to [s]. The effect would only be visible in phonetic
analyses, since the reduction of [sƌ] to [s] does not correspond to a phon-
emic neutralisation (as it does for [tƌ] > [t]). However, we do not have any
information on the realisation of /s/ in Chahar.
The second difference between our Halh results and the Chahar pat-
tern may also not be a problem for our diachronic hypothesis. In our
Halh data, the phonological length of the vowel does not have any sig-
niϐicant impact on aspiration dissimilation: the VOT of word-initial /tƌ/
is reduced both in [tƌaƌtƌax] (‘to pull’) and [tƌaːƌtƌε] (‘pleasant’). This is
not consistent with the Chahar dissimilation, which occurred over single
vowels, as in *tƌatƌa, but not over complex rhymes, as in *kƌauʧ ƌin (see
section 1.3.1). Nevertheless, thismismatch is not sufϐicient to dismiss our
diachronic hypothesis. A ϐirst explanation would be that Halh innovated
the gradient dissimilation in CƌVːCƌ. Alternatively, it could be that the dis-
tinction between CƌVCƌ and CƌVːCƌ arose at later stages of the change. In
particular, if gradient dissimilation is the phonetic precursor of complete
dissimilation, we need to assume that gradient reduction of the VOT un-
derwent a phase of ‘enhancement’. To be enhanced, a pattern needs to
be perceived. We may then hypothesize that the gradient reduction of C₁
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VOT was more perceptible in CƌVCƌ than in CƌVːCƌ, that is, more likely to
be exploited by the listener and enhanced. A related hypothesis is that
gradient dissimilation would be more ‘useful’ in CƌVCƌ than in CƌVːCƌ. In
CƌVCƌ, the quality of the vowel is likely to be jeopardized by the surround-
ing aspirating features.²³ This assumption is especially plausible in pre-
aspirating languages, where both the beginning and the end of the vowel
are affected by aspiration (as in [tƌaƌt]). Enhancing the reduction of C₁
VOT would then help perceive the quality of short vowels in CƌVCƌ. On
the other hand, the quality of Vː in CƌVːCƌ should be easier to perceive:
the vowel is longer, and pre-aspiration is shorter after long vowels. There
would be then less pressure to dissimilate in the case of a long vowel.
In sum, the differences we ϐind between the synchronic, gradient dis-
similation in Halh and the diachronic dissimilation in Chahar do not suf-
ϐice to discard our diachronic hypothesis: different diachronic scenarios
may account for the behaviour of /s/ and the role of long vowels. In the
latter case, these scenarios may be put to test in perceptual experiments.
We plan to investigate this question in more detail in the future.
4.3 Could gradient dissimilation be the precursor of both Chahar
and Monguor dissimilations?
Finally,Mongolian is exceptional in that the same language familypresents
dissimilatory patterns in opposite directions: regressive in Chahar and
related dialects, progressive in Monguor. Could gradient dissimilation be
the phonetic precursor of both processes? Our results do not allow a cat-
egorical answer to this question. On the one hand, we do not ϐind any sig-
niϐicant duration reduction of the pre-aspiration feature in CƌVƌC, nor any
signiϐicant effect on the degree of breathiness induced by the aspirated
stops. On the other hand, visual inspection suggests that progressive dis-
similation may depend on individual variation: two, maybe three speak-
ers present a reduction effect of C₂ pre-aspiration in CƌVCƌ. This is very
interesting, because it shows that the same individual can be doing both
regressive and progressive gradient dissimilation. Such a bidirectional
process is then a good candidate for the reconstruction of aspiration pat-
terns in Old Mongolian, since it may explain why different branches un-
derwent dissimilation in opposite directions.
These results also allow for a preliminary comparison between gradi-
ent dissimilation patterns. Contrary to what we ϐind in Halh, the pre-
²³ For example, Lotto et al. (1997) show that the degree of breathiness of the vowel af-
fects the vowel height perceived by the listener.
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aspiration feature of C₂ in Aberystwyth English is signiϐicantly reduced
in dissimilatory contexts (Jatteau & Hejná 2016). However, we also ϐind
that pre-aspiration is implemented differently in the two languages: pre-
aspiration in the broader sense is most frequently realised as a combina-
tion of a breathy interval and a period of voiceless friction in Aberystwyth
English, while it is local breathiness rather than voiceless glottal friction
that is primarily associated with the fortis plosives in Halh Mongolian.
This comparison suggests that the implementation of gradient dissimil-
ation may correlate with the implementation of the aspiration feature it-
self. We leave this question open for further research.
5 Conclusion and directions for further research
To conclude, our results globally support the hypothesis that gradient
dissimilation could represent the phonetic precursor of lexically regular
cases of dissimilation. Within the Mongolic family, Mongolian Halh may
represent the incipient variation which evolved into the regressive pat-
tern of Chahar. On the other hand, we have shown that gradient dissim-
ilation could be bidirectional in some speakers; such a process may be
proposed as a common precursor to both regressive and progressive pat-
terns of dissimilation.
In both cases, the main problem is the behaviour of /s/. Contrary
to Svantesson et al.’s (2005; 2012) results, and to the predictions of our
diachronic hypothesis, /s/ in our data does not pattern with fortis stops,
but with lenis stops: it triggers an intermediate degree of dissimilation.
We were able to report that /s/ may also undergo a gradient reduction
of its post-aspiration feature in some speakers. In the present state of
our knowledge, a possible interpretation would be that gradient dissimil-
ation directly depends on VOT duration. It may help understand why /s/
is rarely involved cross-linguistically in aspiration dissimilation: (gradi-
ent) dissimilation might affect only post-aspirated [sƌ], such as the Mon-
golian one, which is typologically rare. Further analyses will be required
to conϐirm these trends.
In the end, our study suggests that Hoenigswald’s (1964) prediction,
presented in the epigraph of this paper, may well become true: some
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cases of dissimilation could be, after all, genuine instances of Neogram-
marian change.
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Associated materials
Wordlist
In the following table, the forms given are transliterations from the Cyril-
lic alphabet.
/a/ /ɔ/ /ɔː/
TVT pap, tat tot’ toot
TVD pad, tag tog NA
TVR pal, tal tom NA
TVs tas tos toos
Table A.1: C₁ fortis plosive in monosyllables
As we can see, contrasts between /a/ and /aː/ were not possible for
monosyllabic words. In addition, the possibility of comparisons between
/ɔ/ and /ɔː/ and their interactionswith consonantal typewas limited only
to TVT and TVs contexts. All efforts were made to control for place of
articulation of the plosive, given the available words in Mongolian.
/a/ /aː/ /ɔ/ /ɔː/
TVT patiar, tatax,
patentlax
taatai totio tootoi
TVD padaan taagüi togoo toogoor
TVR palan, tavag,
talaar
paalan,
taamag
tomoo toolol
TVs tasag NA tosox toosoo
Table A.2: C₁ fortis plosive in polysyllables
The inclusion of a trisyllabic word, in this case, is due to the lack of
suitable disyllabicwords in other comparisons of interest (see Tables A.1-
A.3). In total, three trisyllabic words were included in the dataset (batal-
gaa, patentlax, and sataarax).
As we can see in Tables A.4-A.7, the combinations available to explore
the effects of C₁ on aspiration properties of C₂ are rather limited. Firstly,
only fortis plosives and lenis plosives can be compared. Secondly, only
some of the vowel phonemes are represented.
Again, we face some limitations of this subset of the data. Firstly, com-
parisons of the effect of /s/ can be made only for words with an interven-
ing /a/. Secondly, tokens with /ɔː/ are not represented here.
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/a/ /ɔ/ /ɔː/
TVT tat tot’ toot
DVT bat bot’ NA
Table A.3: C₂ fortis plosive in monosyllables
/a/ /aː/ /ɔ/
TVT patiar, tatax NA totio
DVT batalgaa baatar dotor
RVT matar maatan motor
sVT sataarax NA NA
Table A.4: C₂ fortis plosive in polysyllables
/a/ /aː/ /ɔː/
sVT sataarax saatax sooton
sVD sagax saagix NA
sVR saryn saaral NA
sVs NA saasan NA
Table A.5: C₁ /s/ in polysyllables
/a/ /ɔ/ /ɔː/
TVs tas tos toos
RVs NA NA noos
Table A.6: C₂ /s/ in monosyllables
/a/ /aː/ /ɔ/ /ɔː/
TVs tasag NA tosox toosoo
DVs basax baasan bosox boosox
RVs nasos maasaix tomoo noosoo
Table A.7: C₁ /s/ in polysyllables
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Statistical analyses
In the following tables, T = fortis stop, D = lenis stop, and R = sonorant;
F = female, M = male, and syll. = syllables.
Table A.8: Post-aspiration duration of C₁ fortis plosive as a depend-
ent variable
The dependent variable in thismodel was the release duration of C₁ fortis
plosive. The analyseswere therefore limited to those tokenswhose C₁ is a
fortis plosive. The following variables were entered in the ϐinal model as
ϐixed effects: C₂ type (four levels: fortis plosives, lenis plosives, sonorants,
and /s/), vowel (four levels: /a/, /aː/, /ɔ/, /ɔː/), sex (two levels: female,
male), and number of syllables (three levels: monosyllabic, disyllabic, tri-
syllabic). As random effects, we had intercepts for speaker and word, as
well as by-speaker random slopes for the effect of C₂ type. Other models
were tried (e.g. such that included an interaction between C₂ type and the
vowel phoneme), but these were less optimal than the model presented
here.
Estimate Std. Error df t value Pr(>|t|)
/a/ vs /aː/ 6.609 4.321 25.540 1.529 0.13844
/a/ vs /ɔ/ 3.175 3.198 25.010 0.993 0.33030
/a/ vs /ɔː/ 10.982 3.663 24.660 2.998 0.00612 **
C₂ /s/ vs T -7.913 4.125 23.950 -1.918 0.06708 .
C₂ /s/ vs D 1.679 4.865 22.910 0.345 0.73321
C₂ /s/ vs R 9.100 4.408 25.240 2.064 0.04942 *
1 vs. 2 syll. -6.602 2.495 44.940 -2.646 0.01119 *
1 vs. 3 syll. -16.182 8.289 25.020 -1.952 0.06220 .
F vs. M -9.884 4.062 12.070 -2.433 0.03145 *
Signif. codes: 0 ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05 ’.’ 0.1 ’ ’ 1
Table A.8: Post-aspiration duration of C₁ T as a dependent variable
Table A.9: Post-aspiration occurrence of C₁ /s/ as a dependent vari-
able
The dependent variable in thismodelwas the presence of post-aspiration
in C₁ /s/. The analyses were therefore limited to those tokens in which
C₁ is /s/. The following variables were entered in the ϐinal model as ϐixed
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effects: C₂ type (four levels: fortis plosives, lenis plosives, sonorants, and
/s/), vowel (four levels: /a/, /aː/, /ɔ/, /ɔː/), sex (two levels: female,male).
As random effects, we had intercepts for speaker and word, as well as by-
speaker random slopes for the effect of C₂ type.
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
/a/ vs /aː/ -23.3609 68675.9561 0.000 1.000
/a/ vs /ɔ/ 0.4705 717.6816 0.001 0.999
/a/ vs /ɔː/ 8.5002 103.1154 0.082 0.934
C₂ /s/ vs T -35.8886 68676.0336 0.000 1.000
C₂ /s/ vs D -23.5642 68675.9562 0.000 1.000
C₂ /s/ vs R -38.8021 68678.3116 -0.001 1.000
F vs M 2.9482 3.2734 0.901 0.368
Signif. codes: 0 ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05 ’.’ 0.1 ’ ’ 1
Table A.9: Post-aspiration occurrence of C₁ /s/ as a dependent variable
Table A.10: Post-aspiration duration (ms) of C₁ /s/ as a dependent
variable
The dependent variable in this model was the duration of post-aspiration
in C₁ /s/. Instances of post-aspiration duration of 0ms are included, but
the results do not change if they are excluded. The analyses were limited
to those tokens whose C₁ is /s/. The following variables were entered
in the ϐinal model as ϐixed effects: C₂ type (four levels: fortis plosives,
lenis plosives, sonorants, and /s/), vowel (four levels: /a/, /aː/, /ɔ/, /ɔː/),
sex (two levels: female, male). As random effects, we had intercepts for
speaker and word, as well as by-speaker random slopes for the effect of
C₂ type.
Table A.11: Post-aspiration occurrence of C₂ /s/ as a dependent vari-
able
The dependent variable in this model was the frequency of occurrence of
post-aspiration of C₂ /s/. The analyses were therefore limited to those
tokens whose C₂ is /s/. The following variables were entered in the ϐinal
model as ϐixed effects: C₁ type (four levels: fortis plosives, lenis plosives,
sonorants, and /s/), vowel (four levels: /a/, /aː/, /ɔ/, /ɔː/), sex (two
levels: female, male), and number of syllables (three levels: monosyllabic,
disyllabic, trisyllabic). As random effects, we had intercepts for speaker
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Estimate Std. Error df t value Pr(>|t|)
/a/ vs /aː/ 4.0440 3.0609 3.2650 1.321 0.2714
/a/ vs /ɔ/ -0.3103 4.4244 3.6920 -0.070 0.9477
/a/ vs /ɔː/ 6.4557 4.8796 2.9290 1.323 0.2796
C₂ /s/ vs T -1.1166 5.4677 4.1720 -0.204 0.8478
C₂ /s/ vs D 1.4281 5.1945 3.6040 0.275 0.7984
C₂ /s/ vs R 7.6279 4.9323 3.4020 1.547 0.2091
F vs M -1.1733 5.7871 7.2610 -0.203 0.8449
Signif. codes: 0 ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05 ’.’ 0.1 ’ ’ 1
Table A.10: Post-aspiration duration (ms) of C₁ /s/ as a dependent variable
and word, as well as by-speaker random slopes for the effect of C₁ type.
Other models were tried (e.g. such that included an interaction between
C₁ type and the vowel phoneme), but these did not yield any differences
in the results.
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
/a/ vs /aː/ -1.06136 1.30517 -0.813 0.416
/a/ vs /ɔ/ 1.10708 1.18447 0.935 0.350
/a/ vs /ɔː/ 0.65479 1.03437 0.633 0.527
C₁ /s/ vs T -1.35218 2.73713 -0.494 0.621
C₁ /s/ vs D -2.03887 2.43017 -0.839 0.401
C₁ /s/ vs R -1.74587 2.50984 -0.696 0.487
F vs M 0.06697 1.29770 0.052 0.959
Signif. codes: 0 ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05 ’.’ 0.1 ’ ’ 1
Table A.11: Post-aspiration occurrence of C₂ /s/ as a dependent variable
Table A.12: Pre-aspiration occurrence of C₂ /s/ as a dependent vari-
able
The dependent variable in this model was the frequency of occurrence
of pre-aspiration of C₂ /s/. The analyses were therefore limited to those
tokens whose C₂ is /s/. The following variables were entered in the ϐinal
model as ϐixed effects: C₁ type (four levels: fortis plosives, lenis plosives,
sonorants, and /s/), vowel (four levels: /a/, /aː/, /ɔ/, /ɔː/), sex (two
levels: female, male), and number of syllables (three levels: monosyllabic,
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disyllabic, trisyllabic). As random effects, we had intercepts for speaker
and word, as well as by-speaker random slopes for the effect of C₁ type.
Other models were tried (e.g. such that included an interaction between
C₁ type and the vowel phoneme), but these did not yield any differences
in the results.
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
/a/ vs /aː/ 2.22314 0.83315 2.668 0.007622 **
/a/ vs /ɔ/ 1.20323 0.55110 2.183 0.029011 *
/a/ vs /ɔː/ 2.71726 0.79508 3.418 0.000632 ***
C₁ /s/ vs fortis plosives -0.36603 2.36260 -0.155 0.876879
C₁ /s/ vs lenis plosives -0.51744 2.30365 -0.225 0.822276
C₁ /s/ vs sonorant 0.06228 2.37252 0.026 0.979056
F vs M -0.65524 0.56092 -1.168 0.242744
1 vs 2 syll. -1.52069 0.72278 -2.104 0.035384 *
Signif. codes: 0 ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05 ’.’ 0.1 ’ ’ 1
Table A.12: Pre-aspiration occurrence of C₂ /s/ as a dependent variable
Table A.13: Post-aspiration duration (ms) of C₂ /s/ as a dependent
variable
The dependent variable in this model was the duration of post-aspiration
in C₂ /s/. Instances of post-aspiration duration of 0ms are included. The
analyses were limited to those tokens whose C₂ is /s/. The following vari-
ables were entered in the ϐinal model as ϐixed effects: C₁ type (four levels:
fortis plosives, lenis plosives, sonorants, and /s/), vowel (four levels: /a/,
/aː/, /ɔ/, /ɔː/), sex (two levels: female, male), and number of syllables
(three levels: monosyllabic, disyllabic, trisyllabic). As random effects, we
had intercepts for speaker andword, aswell as by-speaker randomslopes
for the effect of C₁ type.
Table A.14: Pre-aspiration duration (ms) of C₂ /s/ as a dependent
variable
The dependent variable in this model was the duration of pre-aspiration
in C₂ /s/. Instances of post-aspiration duration of 0ms are included. The
analyses were limited to those tokens whose C₂ is /s/. The following vari-
ables were entered in the ϐinal model as ϐixed effects: C₁ type (four levels:
fortis plosives, lenis plosives, sonorants, and /s/), vowel (four levels: /a/,
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Estimate Std. Error df t value Pr(>|t|)
/a/ vs /aː/ -0.5026 5.3241 4.7690 -0.094 0.92863
/a/ vs /ɔ/ -1.6874 3.6195 4.1310 -0.466 0.66459
/a/ vs /ɔː/ 7.2005 3.6567 4.3060 1.969 0.11525
C₁ /s/ vs T 15.6535 7.5222 5.6440 2.081 0.08556 .
C₁ /s/ vs D -14.8826 7.1698 7.1500 -2.076 0.07573 .
F vs M 7.3135 3.3103 6.0330 2.209 0.06896 .
1 vs 2 syll. -10.4767 3.4513 5.9710 -3.036 0.02307 *
Signif. codes: 0 ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05 ’.’ 0.1 ’ ’ 1
Table A.13: Post-aspiration duration (ms) of C₂ /s/ as a dependent variable
/aː/, /ɔ/, /ɔː/), and sex (two levels: female, male). As random effects, we
had intercepts for speaker andword, aswell as by-speaker randomslopes
for the effect of C₁ type.
Estimate Std. Error df t value Pr(>|t|)
/a/ vs /aː/ -3.31041 2.13376 7.02200 -1.551 0.165
/a/ vs /ɔ/ -2.72721 1.85213 6.39100 -1.472 0.188
/a/ vs /ɔː/ -3.90706 1.62801 6.70700 -2.400 0.049 *
C₁ /s/ vs T 0.04283 3.25582 7.00200 0.013 0.990
C₁ /s/ vs D 1.64904 3.15785 8.06400 0.522 0.616
C₁ /s/ vs R -0.10196 3.01610 6.49700 -0.034 0.974
F vs M 0.86447 0.97316 12.40400 0.888 0.391
Signif. codes: 0 ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05 ’.’ 0.1 ’ ’ 1
Table A.14: Pre-aspiration duration (ms) of C₂ /s/ as a dependent variable
Table A.15: Breathiness occurrence prior to C₂ /s/ as a dependent
variable
The dependent variable in this model was the frequency of occurrence of
vowel-ϐinal breathiness prior to C₂ /s/. The analyses were therefore lim-
ited to those tokenswhose C₂ is /s/. The following variableswere entered
in the model as ϐixed effects: C₁ type (four levels: fortis plosives, lenis
plosives, sonorants, and /s/), vowel (four levels: /a/, /aː/, /ɔ/, /ɔː/), sex
(two levels: female, male), and number of syllables (three levels: mono-
syllabic, disyllabic, trisyllabic). As random effects, we had intercepts for
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speaker and word, as well as by-speaker random slopes for the effect of
C₁ type. Other models were tried (e.g. such that included an interaction
between C₁ type and the vowel phoneme), but these did not yield any dif-
ferences in the results or were problematic because of the combinatorial
characteristics of the dataset.
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
/a/ vs /aː/ -0.8302 1.3547 -0.613 0.540
/a/ vs /ɔ/ -1.3437 1.2571 -1.069 0.285
/a/ vs /ɔː/ -1.4918 1.2498 -1.194 0.233
C₁ /s/ vs T 16.9707 6551.5338 0.003 0.998
C₁ /s/ vs D 16.3640 6551.5338 0.002 0.998
C₁ /s/ vs R 15.6180 6551.5338 0.002 0.998
F vs M -0.2397 1.1881 -0.202 0.840
1 vs 2 syll. 0.7998 1.3148 0.608 0.543
Signif. codes: 0 ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05 ’.’ 0.1 ’ ’ 1
Table A.15: Breathiness occurrence prior to C₂ /s/ as a dependent variable
TableA.16: Breathiness duration (ms) prior to C₂ /s/ as adependent
variable
The dependent variable in this model was the duration of vowel-ϐinal
breathiness prior to C₂ /s/. Instances of post-aspiration duration of 0ms
are included. The analyses were limited to those tokens whose C₂ is /s/.
The following variables were entered in the model as ϐixed effects: C₁
type (four levels: fortis plosives, lenis plosives, sonorants, and /s/), vowel
(four levels: /a/, /aː/, /ɔ/, /ɔː/), and sex (two levels: female, male). As
random effects, we had intercepts for speaker and word, as well as by-
speaker random slopes for the effect of C₁ type. Other models were tried
(e.g. such that included an interaction between C₁ type and the vowel
phoneme), but these did not yield any differences in the results or were
problematic because of the data design.
Table A.17: Release duration (ms) of C₂ fortis plosive as a dependent
variable
The dependent variable in this model was the duration of the release of
C₂ fortis plosives. The analyses were limited to those tokens whose C₂
is a fortis plosive. The following variables were entered in the model as
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Estimate Std. Error df t value Pr(>|t|)
/a/ vs /aː/ -3.31041 2.13376 7.02200 -1.551 0.165
/a/ vs /ɔ/ -2.72721 1.85213 6.39100 -1.472 0.188
/a/ vs /ɔː/ -3.90706 1.62801 6.70700 -2.400 0.049 *
C₁ /s/ vs T 0.04283 3.25582 7.00200 0.013 0.990
C₁ /s/ vs D 1.64904 3.15785 8.06400 0.522 0.616
C₁ /s/ vs R -0.10196 3.01610 6.49700 -0.034 0.974
F vs M 0.86447 0.97316 12.40400 0.888 0.391
Signif. codes: 0 ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05 ’.’ 0.1 ’ ’ 1
Table A.16: Breathiness duration (ms) prior to C₂ /s/ as a dependent variable
ϐixed effects: C₁ type (four levels: fortis plosives, lenis plosives, sonor-
ants, and /s/), vowel (four levels: /a/, /aː/, /ɔ/, /ɔː/), sex (two levels:
female, male), and number of syllables (three levels: monosyllabic, disyl-
labic, trisyllabic). As random effects, we had intercepts for speaker and
word. Other models were tried (e.g. such that included an interaction
between C₁ type and the vowel phoneme), but these did not yield any dif-
ferences in the results or were problematic because of the data design.
Estimate Std. Error df t value Pr(>|t|)
/a/ vs /aː/ 4.143 4.124 10.583 1.005 0.3375
/a/ vs /ɔ/ 7.129 3.556 10.948 2.005 0.0703 .
/a/ vs /ɔː/ 8.384 4.283 10.244 1.957 0.0781 .
C₁ /s/ vs T 3.792 4.263 11.567 0.889 0.3919
C₁ /s/ vs D 4.720 4.800 11.921 0.983 0.3450
C₁ /s/ vs R 1.503 5.259 11.237 0.286 0.7802
F vs M -4.017 6.324 5.572 -0.635 0.5505
1 vs 2 syll. -64.700 3.293 12.488 -19.646 9.14e-11 ***
1 vs 3 syll. -59.736 4.769 12.064 -12.526 2.83e-08 ***
Signif. codes: 0 ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05 ’.’ 0.1 ’ ’ 1
Table A.17: Release duration (ms) of C₂ fortis plosive as a dependent variable
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Table A.18: Pre-aspiration occurrence prior to C₂ fortis plosive as a
dependent variable
The dependent variable in this model was the frequency of occurrence
of pre-aspiration prior to C₂ fortis plosives. The analyses were therefore
limited to those tokens whose C₂ is a fortis plosive. The following vari-
ableswere entered in themodel as ϐixed effects: C₁ type (four levels: fortis
plosives, lenis plosives, sonorants, and/s/)with an interactionwith vowel
(four levels: /a/, /aː/, /ɔ/, /ɔː/), sex (two levels: female, male), and num-
ber of syllables (three levels: monosyllabic, disyllabic, trisyllabic). As
random effects, we had intercepts for speaker and word, as well as by-
speaker random slopes for the effect of C₁ type. Other models were tried,
but these did not yield any differences in the results or were problematic
because of the data design.
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
/a/ vs /aː/ 0.08643 1.08974 0.079 0.93678
/a/ vs /ɔ/ 2.22750 0.97303 2.289 0.02207 *
/a/ vs /ɔː/ -0.45038 1.06488 -0.423 0.67234
C₁ /s/ vs T -0.06737 0.87874 -0.077 0.93889
C₁ /s/ vs D -1.73285 1.03727 -1.671 0.09481 .
C₁ /s/ vs R -1.51699 1.24436 -1.219 0.22281
F vs M -1.56727 1.10476 -1.419 0.15600
1 vs 2 syll. -1.24616 0.38648 -3.224 0.00126 **
1 vs 3 syll. -0.47204 0.59395 -0.795 0.42676
/a/: C₁ /s/ vs T -0.69901 1.18910 -0.588 0.55663
/ɔ/: C₁ /s/ vs T -2.09511 1.10527 -1.896 0.05802 .
/ɔː/: C₁ /s/ vs T 0.24617 1.13463 0.217 0.82824
/aː/: C₁ /s/ vs T 2.51535 1.23916 2.030 0.04237 *
/ɔː/: C₁ /s/ vs D -1.89453 1.19972 -1.579 0.11430
/aː/: C₁ /s/ vs R 0.73975 1.40485 0.527 0.59849
Signif. codes: 0 ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05 ’.’ 0.1 ’ ’ 1
Table A.18: Pre-aspiration occurrence prior to C₂ fortis plosive as a dependent variable
This model represents the only instance in which there was a signi-
ϐicant interaction between consonantal type and vowel length. Nowhere
else in the statistical analyses or visual inspection (see e.g. Figure ?? for
C₁ fortis plosives) did we observe an interaction between consonant type
and vowel length. This one exception is nevertheless complicated in that
it only involves one of the vocalic short-long pairs: /a/ and /aː/. Further-
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more, in the short context, the difference comes down to C₁ /s/ being as-
sociated with slightly fewer cases of pre-aspiration C₂ fortis plosive pre-
aspiration occurrences thanC₂ fortis plosives, and in the long context, this
is the other way round and the effect is larger.
Table A.19: Pre-aspiration duration (ms) of C₂ fortis plosive as a de-
pendent variable
The dependent variable in this model was the duration of the pre-aspira-
tion of C₂ fortis plosives. The analyseswere limited to those tokenswhose
C₂ is a fortis plosive. The following variableswere entered in themodel as
ϐixed effects: C₁ type (four levels: fortis plosives, lenis plosives, sonorants,
and /s/), vowel (four levels: /a/, /aː/, /ɔ/, /ɔː/), sex (two levels: female,
male), and number of syllables (three levels: monosyllabic, disyllabic, tri-
syllabic). As random effects, we had intercepts for speaker and word, as
well as by-speaker random slopes for the effect of C₁ type. Other models
were tried (e.g. such that included an interaction between C₁ type and the
vowel phoneme), but these did not yield any differences in the results or
were problematic because of the data design.
Estimate Std. Error df t value Pr(>|t|)
/a/ vs /aː/ -4.5126 3.3899 13.3270 -1.331 0.2054
/a/ vs /ɔ/ -1.4620 2.8996 13.5860 -0.504 0.6222
/a/ vs /ɔː/ -1.2979 3.5735 12.6250 -0.363 0.7225
C₁ /s/ vs T 0.9156 3.4750 13.1700 0.263 0.7963
C₁ /s/ vs D 6.6400 4.4161 16.6860 1.504 0.1514
C₁ /s/ vs R 5.1960 4.9949 16.9350 1.040 0.3128
F vs M 3.0063 1.8380 6.8770 1.636 0.1467
1 vs 2 syll. 4.8430 2.3929 25.3410 2.024 0.0536 .
1 vs 3 syll. 1.2425 3.8102 13.7080 0.326 0.7493
Signif. codes: 0 ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05 ’.’ 0.1 ’ ’ 1
Table A.19: Pre-aspiration duration (ms) of C₂ fortis plosive as a dependent variable
Table A.20: Breathiness occurrence prior to C₂ fortis plosive as a de-
pendent variable
The dependent variable in this model was the frequency of occurrence
of local breathiness prior to C₂ fortis plosives. The analyses were there-
fore limited to those tokens whose C₂ is a fortis plosive. The following
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variables were entered in the model as ϐixed effects: C₁ type (four levels:
fortis plosives, lenis plosives, sonorants, and /s/), vowel (four levels: /a/,
/aː/, /ɔ/, /ɔː/), sex (two levels: female, male), and number of syllables
(three levels: monosyllabic, disyllabic, trisyllabic). As random effects, we
had intercepts for speaker andword, aswell as by-speaker randomslopes
for the effect of C₁ type. Other models were tried, but these did not yield
any differences in the results.
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
/a/ vs /aː/ 1.88916 1.24358 1.519 0.12873
/a/ vs /ɔ/ 0.18731 0.97218 0.193 0.84722
/a/ vs /ɔː/ 0.08482 1.10822 0.076 0.93899
C₁ /s/ vs T 0.75971 2.46017 0.309 0.75747
C₁ /s/ vs D -1.32974 3.11637 -0.427 0.66960
C₁ /s/ vs R 1.53151 2.77022 0.553 0.58037
F vs M -0.42073 1.05477 -0.399 0.68998
1 vs 2 syll. -2.83269 1.07046 -2.646 0.00814 **
1 vs 3 syll. -0.23259 1.04150 -0.223 0.82328
Signif. codes: 0 ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05 ’.’ 0.1 ’ ’ 1
Table A.20: Breathiness occurrence prior to C₂ fortis plosive as a dependent variable
Table A.21: Breathiness duration (ms) prior to C₂ fortis plosive as a
dependent variable
The dependent variable in thismodelwas the duration of the local breath-
iness prior to C₂ fortis plosives. The analyseswere limited to those tokens
whose C₂ is a fortis plosive. The following variables were entered in the
model as ϐixed effects: C₁ type (four levels: fortis plosives, lenis plosives,
sonorants, and /s/), vowel (four levels: /a/, /aː/, /ɔ/, /ɔː/), sex (two
levels: female, male), and number of syllables (three levels: monosyllabic,
disyllabic, trisyllabic). As random effects, we had intercepts for speaker
and word, as well as by-speaker random slopes for the effect of C₁ type.
Other models were tried (e.g. such that included an interaction between
C₁ type and the vowel phoneme), but these did not yield any differences
in the results or were problematic because of the data design.
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Estimate Std. Error df t value Pr(>|t|)
/a/ vs /aː/ -3.240 4.185 11.013 -0.774 0.45503
/a/ vs /ɔ/ -1.242 3.610 11.470 -0.344 0.73711
/a/ vs /ɔː/ -7.797 4.358 10.599 -1.789 0.10220
C₁ /s/ vs T 5.684 4.272 11.233 1.331 0.20973
C₁ /s/ vs D 7.334 5.309 12.246 1.382 0.19180
C₁ /s/ vs R 7.002 5.432 11.208 1.289 0.22332
F vs M -8.948 5.640 6.354 -1.586 0.16102
1 vs 2 syll. 11.924 3.286 13.974 3.628 0.00275 **
1 vs 3 syll. 16.420 4.734 11.494 3.469 0.00493 **
Signif. codes: 0 ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05 ’.’ 0.1 ’ ’ 1
Table A.21: Breathiness duration (ms) prior to C₂ fortis plosive as a dependent variable
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